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Abstract: Commercial UAS use has become a problem for defense agencies within the United States. While commercial UAS 
have provided a plethora of beneficial services to society there are unintended repercussions due to the advancements of 
technology.  Specifically, emerging technology pertaining to certain components within UAS has increased the threat level to 
the nation as a whole and decreased the predictability of domestic terrorism.  Identification of the value measures that contribute 
to threat level helps to advise defense agencies of what they can expect from future UAS capabilities. The research team utilizes 
value model analysis, including measures derived from recent patents in order to conclude that threat level is increasing over 
time and will continue to increase in the future unless addressed.  
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation 

The Federal Aviation Administration estimates that small UAS, also known as drones, may increase from 1.9 million 
drone sales in 2016 to over 4.3 million by 2020 (FAA Release 2016 to 2036 Aerospace Forecast, 2016). This massive expansion 
of technology could create a problem for government organizations. Although laws exist to inhibit dangerous UAS use, 
emerging technologies are rapidly outpacing laws. The research team is conducting this study in order to help government 
organizations, including the study’s initiating stakeholder the office of Homeland Defense Capability Development, prepare 
for the future in UAS technologies. While it is impossible to predict the rate at which technology will progress, by analyzing 
past trends and looking at research, the study will be able to model the threat and provide suggestions on how to deal with new 
advancements. 

1.2 Research Question 

Through our research, we will be addressing the following questions: 
1. How can the understanding of the emerging UAS market help combat high-risk scenarios that result in the

largest consequences?
2. What is the emerging technology? There are constant advances in new technology in the drone world.  This

creates issues related to law, defense capabilities, and civil liberties.
3. How has threat changed over time and how will the new technology affect threats in the future?

Our main focus throughout the study will be on the third question, how the new UAS technology impacts the threat 
level in the future. 

2. Literature Review

Within the literature review, the research team examined classifications of UAS. While the paper does not address 
everything examined, this analysis was vital to the research team’s efforts to frame the problem. For the scope of the research 
addressed in this paper, there is a requirement to comprehend the classification types used to discuss UAS. 

A UAS is either rotary or fixed wing, which can be operated remotely, through a pre-programmed flight path, and/or 
autonomously. It can be operated within line of sight, or beyond line of sight. It is necessary to divide UAS into groups because 
their capabilities vary greatly depending on their size, performance, and function. UAS can range from flying one foot off the 
ground to above 60,000 feet. The UAS are classified into five groups based on airspeed, weight, and operating altitude, 
according to the Unmanned Aircraft System Airspace Integration Plan (UASAIP). Group 1 includes the smallest portable 
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